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In our previous paper/1/ the normalized (at t O,i.e. qN i) 

and analytic pion form factor (ff) model 

(.q qz) (qN- qp)~ (qN- qv)(qN- qv:) (f /f)
F7((t) (1)L.....-- vn'Jt v(q qp)( qN- qZ) 1 " (q - qv) (q - qv) 

. v=~)~'f 

2
with an elastic cut from t 4m to + 00 has been constructed 

T 
from the VMD parametrization 

m2 (f= v VK If );VMD( t) 2 "'1C' v (2) 
1t" L m ' 

V=~lf?"~~ v - t 

where mv means the mass af vector mesons and t = _Q2. is the 
photon four- momentum transfer squared. First, the parametrizat~on 

(2) in the pion c.m. momentum variable 

q = l(t - 4m;)/4 ] 1/2 ( 3) 

has been transformed as follows 

2 2 
FcYMD)(t) = L(q~o- q~) (f 'IC/ f V ) (4)

V 1C 
'1t" 1 ~ (qvo- q ) 

v::rf,f,~ 

then by using the well-known properties of Pade-type approxima
tions/2,3/ the contribution of the so- called left-hand cut/4,5/ 

from the aecond Riemann eheet through the normalized factor in front 
of the eum in (1) has been included, and finally the nonzero values 
of vector meson width by meana of the change (m",. = 1) 

I 2 ] 11/ 2 
_q = q ~ q = f[<m - i r·12) - 4 /Lt- S (5)

lio vo v 1. v v' . 

have been incorporated. The latter caused a shift of VMD poles 
from the real axis into the complex conjugate paire of poles placed 
on the second Riemann sheet, which ia generated by the Bquare-~oot 

two-pion-thresho1d branch-point. The asymptotic behaviour of (1) 

(6)F'1t Ct) r-.- t -1,t~~oo 

{'t1bC.hi.lifUjji1i~ t.;acnrrYT , 
fI !1l1'!lHil..J;K &1r. C.~~l1OBaU.lilI~ 
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coincides incidental1y with the quark'counting rules prediotion/6, 7/ 
for the pion 1'1' and it cannot be changed without any generation 
01' additional singularities. Furthermore, none 01' the inelastic 
contributions are included into the pion 1'1' model (1). So, even 
when there is a quite good description/1/ 01' alI existing pion 1'1' 

10 /data/8 - by means 01' the pararnetrization (1) (~2/ndf = 5}1/282) 

in comparison with earlier analysed Gounaris-Sakurai type model~ 

/11,12/, one can expect further improvement ~f the description 01' 
the sarne 293 experimental data points if inelastic contributions 
are taken into account in some way an~,a freedom in the choice 01' 
the asymptotic behaviour 01' the pion 1'1' model is granted. 

In this paper we realize the latter by using the inverse Zhu
kovsky tranaformation 

(ql + q) 1/2 _ (q _ s ) 1/2 
.\v( t) i 1. ( 7)

(ql + q)1/2 + (ql _ q) 1/2 

for the first time used/1J/ in the pion 1'1' problems more than ten 
years ago. Really, the transformation (7) generalizes our approach 
in ref./1/ by introducing another square-root branch-point 

'" 4 (qi + 1) (8)t-i ne l 

the position 01' which will be 1eft as a free parameter. As a con
sequence it will simulate inelastic con~ribution8 effectively and 
in a fitting procedure the data themselves will take as much ine
lasticity as they need. 

Moreover, the sarne trans1'ormation 01' (4) in W-variable sing
les out a common normalized facto~ for alI vector mesons in (4) by • 
meang 01' which a specific freedom in the choice 01' the pion ff 
asymptotic behaviour ia possi~le to settle. 

Now in detail. First, from (7) the relation 

.2:> ê f (1 + 1'1'2) 2}
q ql II - -- (9)

I - \~ 

is found, and analogically 

2._ ~{ . (1 + W2)2J~N - ql 1 - N (10 )" 1 - \'l~ 

'\ 2 
~ 

and 

2 2" { (1 + w2 )2}qvo'" q1 1 - vo. (11 )1 _ 10/2 
vo 

Then substituting (9) - (11) into (4) one gets 

1 + \~ 2 l,V;o)2}
(( (1+ 

1 _ \'12~L ~-\i~} FWr-lD)[W (t)] 
'7t (1'V'lC,./fV ) (12)

v"({,)'f"~Y1 ,\ --- - (1+ "~)2J-
1 _ \'12 

1 - W~o # 

or equivalently 

2 2 (13) 
F(VMD) t a (~) L:(WN-W VO} (IVN+W vo) (loJN-IIWvo) (WN+l /\'1 vo) f f 

2
't () 1 - W , • (W -W O) (W +W _ )( \'l -l/W ) (W +l/W )( V7r./ V~N V=~If'lf V vo vo vo 

where the pion 1'1' asymptotic behaviour (6) is ensured by the power 
"2" 01' the common normalized 1'actor in front 01' the sum. Really, 
for t ~ ~ 00 on the first Riemann aheet, W~ -1 and as a 
consequence alI terms under the sum in (13) .are,.in the limit 
t~ ~ 00 , constant. On the other hand, the relation (9) provides 

w 
( 14)q = 2i ql---2 

1 - W 

from which i t is straightforward to see that q......( 1 - W2 ) - 1 I t~:!: 00 

and t ...... (1 - w2)-2 1 t ..:!: oa, or vice versa, (1 - W2) 3.-1 /t lt~±oo. 
So, the transformations (J) and (7) _wi th a eubaequent change 
01' the power "2" in the term placed in front 01' the sum in (13) 

to an arbitrary positive integer M, whicn makes M-fold zero 01' the 
1'1' parametrization at infinity and does ~ot change the 1'1' analytic 
structUre, lead to a very spontaneous generalization 01' the asymp
totic behayiour (6) 01' VMD model (2) as follows 

-M/2 (15 )F?C(t) .-.- t It~:too . 

Further arrangement 01' (13) depends on the vector meson mass 
values in comparison with t i n e1• If we take into account an expe
rience from the previous-' pion 1'1' analysis/14/ one can expect that 

2 2 2 
my < t i nel j and m

f
" my'l > t i nel• As a resul t, 

·3 
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tic contributions by one effective inelastic cut in a reasonable 
* . w~o .. and ~ I I' approximation, through the power M of the first term in the right-Wf o I Wvo I = 1 i . c • Wyo l/T/ly O for ~=fll\' (16) 

-hand side it provides a freedom in the choiee of the asymptotie 
behaviour and depends just on the physieal parameters m , r: 

and the relation (13) can be rewritten into the following form , v 
f (v =flf,P") , , \'/z ' for which there is avTi /fv t i nel, M, Wp 

2 M [ . 1t '"M1D) (1 -W) (WN-\"~o) t \'IN-Ir/soo) ( \VN-l/W~o) ( \'1 N- l /W\"o) 
F'1t (t) ...--2, . '" ,.. (tf1C7C/t f) + 

l-WN (W -vlfo)(W -1/fo)(W -l/vl~o){W -l/W~o) 

(17) 

+ L (WN-WY O) ( WN-W:o) (.WN~Wyo) (\~N+W:"\i /i l} 
'" (W -wyo) ( W-W;o) ( W +Wvo) ( W +W:d ~'X v 

V .-flf 

which is very suitable for an incorporation of nonzero values of 
the corresponding vector meson resonance widths. The latter is 
carried out by means of the change '5) and Wv~Wv with a subse
quent shift of VMD poles frorn the real axis always into two complex 
conjugate pairs of poles for every resonance as follows: the poles 
corresponding to jP(770) meson are placed 'on the second and fourth 
Riemann sheets and the poles corresponding to .fI(1250) and J?l'( 1600) 
are placed on the third and fourth sheets of the Riernann surface. 

If we take into account the left-h~d cut contribution/4,5/ by 
a norrnalized factor consisting of one pole and one zero on the po
sitive real axis inside the unit circle which corresponds to the 
negative real axis of the second Riernann sheet in t-variable, we 
finaily obtain the real analytic pion ff model 

21 _W M (W - WzH WN- Wp) •
 

F[vl(t)1 ~(-w2) (W-W
.: 7( 1 - N p 
) ( WN-IIZ) 

( 18) 
x [(WN- vlf ) (WN- W;) (WN- l/Wç» (WN- l/W;) 

lt 'Il- (f~lt"1t Itf ) + 
(W - W~)( W - Wr)(W - 11\oJf ) ( W - lj\oJ~) 

(WN- W ){WN- W" )(W N+ W )(WN+ W'k) }
+ . v y "! v (r Ir)~1 • (w - w )( W - \~~)( W + W ) (w + \oI ~ ) v,,~ v 
-V"~l~ Y v v v 

,~ 

~ 

defined on the four-sheeted Riemann surface. It in~ludes th~ inelas

restriction 

1
 LCt ,/f y ) 1
V 1t (19 >' 
V.r;>,q>',~· 

following from the normalization eonditiDn of (18). In order to 
evaluate these parameters from existing pion ff data/8-10/ numeri
cally, the isospin violating omega two-pion decay eontribution to 
e+e-~ :V~Jr-is in the corresponding eross section taken into account 
by means of the Breit-Wigner-form term as follows 

, J2 3 . 2
S(e+e-~n-+?t'-) =fJC 3 ~ /F,P'I(t)] + Re~tP 2 m"" f, (20) 

me,.., - t - im<.ifZ....1 

where 

6 ( m~) 3/L~[ ... _ .. - J1ft (21 ) 
R = ~ m 2 r (w -) e e ) rC cu ~!' rr) , 

~ m - 4m2 
», w ?t 

4m2 1/2 
o{ = 1/131 is the fine strueture eonstant, 0 = [1 - t'" ] 

is the velociry of the outgoing pion and the phase q, is gãven 

through the f and W rnesons parameters by the expression/15/ 

~ cp are tg -2 2 (22)
m\" -mw 

We find ,that with (18) the 293 pion ff data pOints/8-10/ are 
well fitted with )(2/ndf = 4?6/281 giving 

m~ .. 762 ± 2 NeV, ~ .. 143:!, MeV, ff'iT."'Jt/ff{" 0.932 ± 0.061 

m~ :: 1301 t 25 MeV;· ~ ... 121j: 80 MeV ,
( \( 

m~\= l749±122 MeV) ~= 830±290 MeV1 f~''jt1t/f~\ = 0.065!0.008(23) 

t -= 1.44 ± 0.02 Gei; R = 0.0138:t -0.0034t i ne1 

~ ~ WZ ·= 0.6Q!"0.03) \1p .,: 0.87± 0.06. 

4 .s 
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By using the relation (19) and (22) one can calculate the values of 
f I /f.f' and ~ as follows
fn ~
 

f~iC'fC /f~l = 0.003
 (24) 

et> =- 106.4°. (25) 

/
The	 value (24) indicates a very weak coup1ing ofjO (1250) to- two 
pions and there is a question of a presence ofJO/(1250) in 
e+e--7Jr~-at alI. In opder to solve thia problem, we have fitted 
the sarne pion ff data by means of (18), however without the term
corresponding to JP ' (1250) and leaving there only the contributions 
ofjP (770) and ~U(1600). The obtained results are as followa: 

X 2/ ndf = 539/284 

m~ = 761 ±,2 M~'V) ~:: 152 ± 3 MeV, f'~'Jt'1t /s; = 0.934:t 0.053 

m~" = 1752 ±106 M~V) ~ = 8911:265 MeV) (26) 

= l.l~8 ± 0.02 Ge~ R = 0.0143 ± 0.0026t i ne1 
Wz = 0.231:0.02) \"'p '" 0.28 ± 0.03· 

The values of f.fJ"Tr/T /íj.H and cf; calculated from (19) and (22) 
reapectively are the fo1lowing: 

eef 11 /~\1 = 0.066 and cP 106.2°. 
~'fC"Jt	 (27 ) 

Comparing the vaIues of parameters (23) - (25) with the values 
given by (26) and (27) one can see the1r consistency. However 
missing out the resonance .f I (1250) in (H3) the value of 1-2. is 
increased by a ·va1ue of about 80 in describing the sarne number 
of pion ff data points. The latter clearly ahowB that the inclusion 
of jP' (1250) essentially in~roves the deacr1ption of the data and 
~imultaneously confirms the presence of this resonance in e;e~JrfJr~ 

We are indebted to Dr. Pavel Mãsier for the help in correct 
numerieal evaluation of the parameter errora. 
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Ay5HH4Ka C., $ypAHK M., He~epftKOa B.A. 
HoAH~~HPOBaHHaR Tpexnon~CHaR B~ MOAenb 3neKTpOMarHHTHOrO 
~pM$aKTOpa 11HOHa C ABYMR T04KaMH BeT&neHHR 

E2-87-433 

npeAflO*eHa MOAH~Ka~HR TpexnoOOCHOM B~ MOAenH AflR 3neKTpOMarHHTHOrO 
~PM~aKTOpa nHOHa. CHa4ana B~ MOAenb npeo6pa3y~T a nepeMeHH~ HMnynbca nHOHa 
B CHCTeMe ~eHTpa Mace H OOTOM, HCnOnb3YR o6paTHOe npeo5pa30BaHHe lyKOBCKOrO, 
a APYrY~ nepeMeHHyG. B peaynbTaTe nony4aeTcR Anft acex Tpex &eKTOpHWx Me30HOB 
'p(J70), p'(J250) H p'(l600) 06tliHM HOpMMpOBaHHbiM MHO*HTenb, npH 110MO~ KOTopo 
rO MO*HO o6ecne4HTb npOH3BOfl 8 Bb160pe aCHMnTOTH4eCKOrO llOBeAeHHR nHOHHOrO 
~pM$aKTOpa. ft&HOe BKnG4eHHe HeHyneBbiX WHPHH BeKTOpHbiX Me30HOB nopO*AaeT 
peanbHYG aHanH,TH4eCKy~ MOAenb, onpeAelleHHY~ Ha 4eTblpeX11HCTHOM noaepXHOC:rH 
PHMaHa. 0HO 3~eKTHBHbiM cnoco60M Y4HTb1BaeT BKnaAbl HeynpyrHX KaHanoa, 3aBHCHT 
TOflbKO OT napaMeTpOB C RBHbiM ~H3H4eCKHM CMbiCilOM, COXpaHReT HOpMHpOB~y HCXOA
HOH B~ napaMeTPH3a~HH H AaeT npeaocxoAHbiM ~T acex cy~eCTBY~HX AaHHbiX no 
nHOHHOMy ~pM~aKTOpy, 8 KOTOpOM ace napaMeTpbl MOAenH onpeAenROTCR H TeM CaMbiM 
110ATB8p*AaeTCft npHCYTCTBHe p' ( 1250) Me30Ha B 8+ 8--+ 1f +,r: 

Pa6oTa BblnonHeHa a fla6opaTOPHH TeopeTH4eCKOM ¢H3HKH OHRH. 

Coo6UleHHe 061.e,1lHIIt!JUIOrO HHCTHTYTB RAepHbiX HCcneAOB8HHli. ,lly6Ha 1987 

Dubnicka S., Furdrk 1., Meshcheryakov V.A. 
Modified Three-Pole VMO Model with Two-Branch-Point 
Analytic Structure and Approved Asymptotic Behaviour 
for the Pion Electromagnetic Form Factor 

E2-87-433 

A modification of three-pole VMD model for electromagnetic pion form 
factor was carried out, first by means of its transformatl~n Into the pion 
c.m. momentum variable and subsequently by using the inverse Zhukovsky trans
formation into another variable. In such a procedure a common normal lzed fac
tor for all three vector mesons, p (770), p'(1250) and p"(1600), Is singled 
out, by means of which It Is possible to settle a specific freedom In the 
choice of the pion form factor asymptotic behaviour. An explicit Incorpora
tion of nonzero vector meson widths creates a real analytic model, defined 
on the four-sheeted Riemann surface. It Includes Inelastic contributions 
effectively, depends Just on the parameters with a clear physical meaning, 
conserves the normalization of the original VMD parametrization, and provi
des a perfect flt.of all existing pion form factor data, In which all para
meters of the model are determined and the presence of p'(1250) in e+e- .. ,+"
Is again establIshed. 

The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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